Catecholaminergic projections to tuberoinfundibular neurones of the paraventricular nucleus: III. Effects of adrenoceptor agonists and antagonists.
Stimulation of the ventral noradrenergic ascending bundle (VNAB) at low frequencies (0.5/5 Hz) excited the majority (37/46, 80%) of single paraventricular nucleus (PVN) tuberoinfundibular neurones, with high frequency (50 Hz) trains of stimuli reversing the direction of the response to inhibition for 7/16 (44%) of these excited cells. Iontophoretic application of noradrenaline, or the alpha 1-adrenoceptor agonist 1-phenylephrine, increased the spontaneous electrical activity of most of the cells tested (94% and 72%), whilst application of the alpha 1-antagonist, ergotamine reduced the spontaneous activity of 44% of the cells tested and prevented the excitation following VNAB stimulation for 84% of the cells examined. Application of the beta-adrenoceptor antagonist, propranolol, increased the spontaneous activity of 77% of cells and prevented the inhibitory PVN neuronal responses following high frequency VNAB stimulation of 94% of the cells, often reversing the response to excitation similar to that observed following low frequency VNAB stimulation. The alpha 2-adrenoceptor antagonist, tolazoline, was found to evoke mixed responses from the cells examined but a trend towards a suppression of spontaneous activity and potentiation of VNAB stimulation-evoked responses was observed. The alpha 2-adrenoceptor agonist, clonidine, elicited an initial excitation from the majority of cells tested, with most of the cells then exhibiting an inhibition, either with or without continued application. Excitatory responses following stimulation of the sciatic nerve were recorded from the majority of cells (82.5%) and ergotamine was able to suppress this response for all four cells so tested.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)